What Do You Do?
Legal and Ethical Cases
Journalism I
Name: ________________________________________________________________
You are in charge of your publication staff at your high school. Consider the following legal and ethical
cases and respond to them. You may attach extra sheets of paper as needed.
1.

2.

A junior student at your high school has been arrested and charged with the murder of a 67year-old man in the community. The victim was stabbed and beaten to death in his home. The
arrest and charging of this student has been covered in the local media extensively during the
last week; his name and photo were included in all stories. Your news editor argues that
students are discussing this story and that true journalists would cover it in the student
newspaper; she wants to place the story on the front page of the next issue of the student
newspaper.
a.

Does your staff cover this story? Why or why not?

b.

Legally, can you cover this story? Explain.

You are the editors of the 364-page yearbook at your high school. Page 39 includes a headline
that states, “Breaking the Law.” The page includes photos of an unidentified junior chugging
a bottle of wine with the quote, “We like to drink at parties because it makes you feel more
comfortable there.” Another photo is of an anonymous senior with marijuana. A third photo
includes students playing beer pong at a party, accompanied with the caption, “This is a
common activity on college campuses, but now recently it has become a popular game at high
school parties.” Your student life editor argues that this page is an accurate description of the
activities that some students are involved in and should be published.
a.

Do you agree and publish this page in the yearbook? Why or why not?

b.

Legally, do you think you can include this page? Explain.

3.

4.

You are the editors of your high school newspaper. Your student newspaper includes an
entertainment page in which your critic, who is a senior on staff, regularly critiques local
restaurants, CDs, movies, and books. In the last issue, he visited a new restaurant that recently
opened and evaluated the food and service. Overall, he gave the restaurant a decent rating,
complimenting their seafood in particular. However, your critic criticized a lasagna dish and
some of the service, which was slow. The review is published. A week later, your principal
interrupts the newspaper class, upset because the restaurant owners have called the school
complaining. They demand a retraction and apology in your newspaper and in the local
newspaper or they will sue.
a.

Do you print the retraction and apology? Why or why not?

b.

Legally, do you think you were within your rights to print this review? Explain.

You are the editors of your student newspaper. A female student in your school, a junior, is
attacked by another student and stabbed in a classroom during the school day. The victim
suffers only scratches and recovers. The student attacker, a male junior, is immediately
apprehended and arrested after the attack; he is autistic. You will publish the next issue of
your newspaper one week after the attack.
a.

Do you cover this story? If so, why? If not, why not?

b.

How would you choose to cover this story? What information is important for your
readers to know? Can you cover this in any section beyond just news? Think of as many
different angles for covering this story as possible and list them here.

5.

6.

You are the yearbook editors of an award-winning yearbook. Your football team, which has
won several state championships in the past, wins another state title. Your principal stops in
one morning and requests “special” coverage for the football team, saying that he’d like to
view those pages when they’re finished and ultimately wants final say over the content
“because we want to honor those kids in the right way.”
a.

How do you handle this situation? Do you comply? Protest? Explain your answer.

b.

In your opinion, does the principal have the legal right to request final approval over
these pages? Explain your answer.

You are the editor of the student newspaper at a large public high school with a diverse
population. Your opinion pages include a forum for readers to express their viewpoints on a
variety of topics each month. You always strive to include a diverse range of viewpoints each
month in this section. While editing the pages on final deadline, you notice the following
quotation from Joe Smith, a sophomore reader at your school: “All illegal immigrants are
criminals. Send them all back.” You question your opinion editor about the quote; he states
that while he’s concerned about the reaction of some students to the quote, especially
Hispanic readers, he also feels that everyone is entitled to express their opinion in an open
forum.
a.

7.

How do you resolve this issue as editor? Do you let the quotation run? Why? Do you
remove the quote? Why? Are there other possible solutions? Please be specific in your
response.

At least some of the above scenarios are true incidents that occurred in high schools. List the
numbers of the scenarios above that you believe were real:

